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Hachette Book Group USA Sep 2015, 2015. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 170x106x32 mm.
Neuware - Vampire Henry Sturges returns in the highly anticipated sequel to Abraham Lincoln:
Vampire Hunter -a sweeping, alternate history of twentieth-century America by New York Times
bestselling author Seth Grahame-Smith. THE LAST AMERICAN VAMPIRE In Reconstruction-era
America, vampire Henry Sturges is searching for renewed purpose in the wake of his friend
Abraham Lincoln's shocking death. Henry's will be an expansive journey that first sends him to
England for an unexpected encounter with Jack the Ripper, then to New York City for the birth of a
new American century, the dawn of the electric era of Tesla and Edison, and the blazing disaster of
the 1937 Hindenburg crash. Along the way, Henry goes on the road in a Kerouac-influenced trip as
Seth Grahame-Smith ingeniously weaves vampire history through Russia's October Revolution, the
First and Second World Wars, and the JFK assassination. Expansive in scope and serious in
execution, THE LAST AMERICAN VAMPIRE is sure to appeal to the passionate readers who made
Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter a runaway success. 494 pp. Englisch.
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read through. You wont truly feel
monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you request me).
-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin-- Prof. Edgar Kshlerin

It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once
you begin to read the book.
-- Emmitt Harber-- Emmitt Harber
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